DEPARTMENTAL FELLOWSHIPS 2022-2023

Below is a brief description of each departmental fellowship, with their approximate amounts for the 2022-2023 academic year. The fellowships may be distributed between one or more students. Application deadline Friday, April 1, 2022.

Penfield
For work on a dissertation in any field of study [$8800]

Halsband
For work on a dissertation in 18th-century English studies [typically 1 to 2 semesters of support]

Carnwath--Callender
For a woman student writing a dissertation on American literature [$7000]

Buckler
For Victorianist dissertation work [$2000]

Tuttleton
For dissertation work on American literature [$1000]

Rosenthal
For dissertation work on 20th-century poetry in the British, American, or postcolonial contexts [$3200]

Molberger
For dissertation work on the transition-to-modernist period in British literature [c. 1880-1930] [n/a]

Millicent Bell
For dissertation work in any area of English and American literature [1 to 2 semesters of support]

Lind American Literature Fellowship
For dissertation work in any area of American literature [$1000]

Richardson
For work in the history, theory and criticism of drama to a student from a traditionally underrepresented group in fields of academic and critical study. [n/a]

Gordon Ray Travel Fellowship
Funding summer research-related travel, either to England or to any other location justified by the research project. Both dissertation writers and pre-dissertation-level students are eligible for this award. [$1400]